WEB DEVELOPMET PROJECTS

TSI CRYPTO PLATFORM
About
TSI Analytics Group is a lead cryptocurrency educational company with an
audience of over 35k users. The main task was to develop as a single
place where students can take courses, get latest analytical signals and
be up to date with market trends and news.

Wild Web Art Team
1. Project Manager
2. Front-end Developer
3. Back-end Developer
4. QA
5. UI\UX Designer

Duration

Platform

6 months

Web + Responsive

TSI CRYPTO PLATFORM
Key Features
1. Educational Module (lessons, practical tasks, tests, chat with lecturer)
built from scratch.
2. Integration with payment system (recurring payments).
3. Integration with CRM & Email marketing system.
4. Analytical Module (text & video-based analytical recommendations
splited by coins, integration with news and quotes providers).
5. Automated Trading Advice (developed based on quotes database and
mathematical algorithms).
6. Administration Panel (managing of users, lessons, analytics etc).
7. Multilingual Interface (7 languages).

Technology Stack
PHP

MySQL

Rest APIs

HTML5
jQuery

CSS3

JavaScript

Bootstrap

SCREENS

OUR APPROACH
Wild Web Art developed TSI Crypto Platform throughout its full project
lifecycle. This involved strategy and planning, prototyping, designing,
development and then support. Working on all stages has allowed us to
achieve outstanding results with Crypto Platform.

PROTOTYPE

DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT

MANTAINANCE

CLIENT'S FEEDBACK
From the very beginning of the project I’ve had the chance to work
with incredible developers who helped build and design this new
educational platform into the awesome application it is today and are
still hard at work improving it as we grow. I love that what started as
a client/customer relationship has evolved into more of a partnership
and developing Wild Web Art with the team on a daily basis has been
(and still is) a joy and an honor. We have a lot of awesome features

Artem Harlamov

left to build and I look forward to many more years of working

Co-founder & CEO,
TSI Analytics Inc.

together.

More than 3,000 of TSI clients already had a positive
experience with Crypto Platform
on Jan 2019

LET’S MAKE SOMETHING
SPECIAL TOGETHER!
Wild Web Art create perfect combination of strategy, creativity and
technologies for achievement of our clients’ objectives. Our team
pursue values of professionalism, cooperation and constant
development.

DISCUSS MY PROJECT
wildwebart.com

